In this paper, we firstly propose a novel data mining problem in a WWW environment. Secondly, we outline the algorithm f o r solving the problem. Our initial implementation of the algorithm suggests the algorithm is very eficient and scalable in practical. Therefore it can be applied t o a very large database.
Introduction
In the last several years, the internet and the World Wide Web (WWW) have grown exponentially so that huge amount of information is now available in the internet for users to access. Managing arid organizing internet resources, therefore, becomes critical. Many internet search engines have been prototyped. To make internet resources search more efficiently, mining user access patterns in a web environment emerges as one of the hot topics in the research area of database applications.
Currently, the research in computing user patterns follows two directions, 1) a relational database oriented approach [4, 51, and 2) a topological oriented [3] approach. In a relational database oriented approach, we view the input records of user access patterns as a table in a relational database, and output the discovered assoczation rules by applying the algorithms in [l, 81. In a topological oriented approach, we view a web environment as the one with linked documents -a directed graph, and view a user access to the web environment as a walk [2] in the directed graph along arcs. Then, we are interested in discovering walk patterns with a specific topology which are frequently used by users.
In this paper, we shall restrict ourself to a topological oriented approach. To the best of our knowledge, the paper [3] is the first topoligical oriented approach, where an efficient algorithm has been proposed to The rest of the paper will be organized as follows. In the second section, we specify the problem and its applications. The third section outlines our algorithm. This is followed by the conclusions and our preliminary implementation results.
Preliminary
A user may access the inteInet as many times as he (she) likes, and each time may access as many web sites as he (she) wants. The detailed records of web access from the users in a local system may be recorded in a system log. These records will enable the local system to learn the web access patterns from its local users and then build up a good system for local users to access the internet [7] . This is one of the applications of our research in this paper.
An access to the m-eb from a user may be retrived from the system log in form of 
0-7803-4886-9/98/ $1 0.00 0 1998 IEEE the corresponding.traversa1 tree is illustrated in Figure   1 . A traversal tree is a rooted tree [ 2 ] , that is, tree with notion of parents and children. In this paper, we are interested only in rooted trees; for terminology simplicity, a rooted tree is abbreviated into "tree" 3 The Algorithm for Solving MFTT -4 naive way to solve MFTT is to firstly find out all vertices of the trees in the database; secondly enumerate all subtrees generated from these vertices; and thirdly for each subtree t , count how many tuples in D contain t. Clearly, in practice this approach is too expensive to be applicable, as the number of generated subtrees is larger than n! where n is the number of vertices involved and usually is very large. Inspired by the results in [17 3, 81, in this paper we will propose an efficient algorithm for solving MFTT. Regarding the space limitation, we are only able to outline our algorithm; the detiiils may be found in the full paper We need another terminology to describe our algorithm. Given a database D of user access patterns and a minimum support s%, we say that a tree t is frequent with respect to s% and D if there are at least s% tuples from D containing t.
The algorithm follows a data mining framework in [1, 31. We shall iteratively expand the size of the set PI.
of frequent trees. As MFTT is more complicated than the problems in [l, 31, new techniques are developed to make the iterations efficient. The algorithm consists of the following three steps.
Step 1: Use the approach in [3] to calculate the frequent paths, and store them in L1. Goto Step 2 .
Step 2: Iteratively generate the set of frequent trees with k branches, starting the iteration from IC = 2 as follows. (Note: a path can be regarded as a frequent tree with 1 branch). Let Lk store the frequent trees with k branches, and Ck store the candidates of frequent trees with k branches. For
We first generate Ck from L k -1 using a similar operation to the join operation in relational databases based on the fact that if a tree t in L k , then each subtree, with IC -1 branches, of t should be in L k -1 . This will prevent us from generating too many candidates in Ck. The detailed description of this new join operation may be found in the full paper [6] . An illustrative example is depicted in Figure 2 . After obtaining C k , we organize the candidates in c k in a hash-like tree Hk in order to speed up our test of whether a candidate in c k is in Lk. Our new hash technique is detailed in [6] .
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The iteration will be terminated if either no candidates are generated or no more frequent trees are generated.
Step 3: Remove the frequent trees which are contained in another frequent tree.
The proof of the algorithm correctness may be foiind in the full paper [6] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we specified a new data mining problem for enhancing web organization. We also provided an efficient algorithm tdo solve this problem. Our preliminary implementation suggests that this algorithm runs fast in practice. We initially implement the algorithm on a pentum-pro workstaion with main memory size 128 MB running the Windows NT server 4.0 System and using Javaview. For a database where there are 200,000 tuples on average, each tuple is a tree with 20 vertices on average, and totally there are more than 1000 vertices, the algorithm takes just a few minutes to complete.
